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I. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a “generalized Green’s function” or kernel of an integral 
operator which would invert a compatible system of ordinary or partial 
differential equations was first introduced early in the century by Hilbert [g]. 
In the same period Fredholm [6] and H urwitz [9] developed similar ideas in 
the theory of linear integral equations. 
Later authors notably Elliot [Sj, Reid [15], [16], Bradley [1], Wyler [20], 
and Loud [IO], [II], have constructed generalized Green’s matrices for 
differential systems under two point boundary conditions. For further 
historical details see the excellent survey of Reid [17]. 
In this paper we investigate generalized Green’s matrices for the system 
E(Y) = Y’ + PY 
U(Y) = 1’ W)YW, 
(1.1) 
0 
where y is an n-dimensional absolutely continuous vector valued function 
with an L?‘, 1 <,P < co, integrable derivative, P is an n x n continuous 
matrix on [a, b] and v is an wz x II matrix valued (m.v.) measure elementwise 
of bounded variation. We first introduce the notion of a “standard generalized 
Green’s matrix.” This matrix can be characterized by a set of conditions that 
are interesting generalizations of those characterizing the ordinary Green’s 
function. (Definition 3.2) Moreover every bounded quasi-inverse of the 
operator generated by the system (1.1) can be represented by an integral 
transform whose kernel is a standard matrix. (Theorem 3.3); hence for 
1 <p < cx) these quasi-inverses are compact (Corollary 3.1). Generalized 
Green’s matrices for (1.1) can then be defined as elements in an equivalence 
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class induced by a standard matrix. It is then shown. (Theorem 3.6) that 
the symmetric transpose of a generalized Green’s function is the generalized 
Green’s matrix for the relation adjoint of (1.1). In the final section of the 
paper we define a principal generalized Green’s matrix first discussed by 
Reid [15] for the two point boundary value problem and discuss its relation 
to the more abstract operator theoretic notion of “generalized inverse.” In 
the Hilbert space case this leads to the construction of a principal matrix 
possessing the same best approximation properties as the Moore-Penrose 
generalized inverse of a matrix (Theorem 4.3). 
It will turn out that the introduction of an integral boundary condition 
causes only minor complications; it seems in fact more natural to consider 
the problem of generalized Green’s matrices in this wider context than to 
restrict it to the apparently more elementary two-point case. 
2. NOTATION AND PRRLIMIN~~RIES 
Before proceeding further it is necessary to make a few notational remarks 
and to review several results of an earlier paper. We refer the reader to [3] 
for proofs of all nonobvious statements in this section. 
If T is a linear operator D(T), R(T) will stand for its domain and range 
respectively. T* denotes the conjugate transpose, dual, or adjoint of a matrix, 
space, or operator depending on the context. We represent the identity 
operator on the space X by the symbol l,r and the H x n identity matrix 
by In . A fundamental matrix CD for I will be chosen so as to satisfy the initial 
condition D(O) = I, . U(Q) will denote the boundary condition U applied to 
the fundamental matrix CD; and the symbol h(s)E will denote the characteristic 
function acting on the set E. 
The setting of this paper is the Banach space Ll(O, 1) consisting of all 
n-dimensional vector valued functions with support [0, I] under the norm 
(1 x II9 = [Jy ( g1 j q(t),y’2 dt]l’y = (Jb’ (x*.%y~ dt)? 
L,:(O, 1) may be easily shown to have the usual properties of other complex 
Lp spaces. 
In particular we will often employ the following generalization of the Riesz 
representation theorem: every bounded operator # on Lz(O, l), 1 <p < CO, 
with range in the m-dimensional space CC=” over the complex field C can be 
represented by an integral operator 
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where K(s) is an rot >: n LQ integrable matrix [(1,/p) + (l/q) = l]. Also we 
note the generalized Holder inequality: Letf E L%(O, 1) and g E L-:(0, I), then 
Let v be an m x YZ matrix valued measure defined on the Lebesgue measur- 
able sets in [0, 11 and y an II x I matrix valued function with columns in 
LfJO, 1). We define 
1 
1 
d4t) r(t) 
'0 
to be the nz x I matrix valued function (a.fj(t)), where 
aij(t) = i jly& dlw, i = I)...) nz, j = 1 )...) 1. 
ke1 0 
The system 
4Y) = Y’ + PY, 
U(y) I= I1 Lb(t) y(t) = 0 
‘0 
generates an operator L in the following way: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let D, be the subspace of Lz(O, 1) consisting of all 
elements y such that 
1. y is absolutely continuous [hence, in fact, y E Lz(O, 1) C Lz(O, I)]; 
2. Z(y) = y’ + Py exists a-e. and is inLi(O, 1). 
Furthermore let U: D, -+ Cm be the operator 
U(Y) = j' W)Y(t)* 0 
Then L(y) is defined by Z(y) acting on the null space of 77. 
Using a moderate extension of the Lebesgue decomposition theorem, it is 
possible to decompose v into a part v, and a part v, such that 
where V, , vS respectively are absoluteIy continuous and singular with respect 
to Lebesgue measure on the line CL; by analogy with the scalar case we will call 
the PYZ x n m.v. function obtained by taking the Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
of the components of Y, , the Radm-Nikodym derivative of Y, ClfiJd~~ 
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Suppose T is a set in [0, I] an d v is an m.v. measure. By the kernel X”r of 
v with respect to T is meant the intersection of the null-spaces of the matrices 
v[O, t] for t E T. A generalized CarathCodory type extension theorem shows 
that provided T and T’ are both dense and contain the endpoint (I} then 
Because of this invariance we will henceforth write XYT as T& unless the set 
T fails to satisfy the conditions assumed above. 
Particularly useful for the remainder of this paper will be the notion of 
an adjoint relation L* for L. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For 1 <p < co, let 9+ be the domain of functions in 
L,n(O, 11, (UP) + Wd = 1 f or which there exists an element q5 in Cm/x,, 
such that: 
1. Z+(z) = --z’ + P*z + (dv,/dp)*+ exists a.e. inL$O, 1); 
2. x(0+) = -v$*[o]c# 
x( l-) = v,*[ l]$; 
3. x(t) + Y~*[O, tJ$ is absolutely continuous. 
We define the adjoint relation Lf to L by 
Lf = u (z, z+z> . 
Z&+ 
It is easily seen from the definition of X, that the condition 
is equivalent to the relation L+ being an operator. 
LEMMA 2.1. For 1 < p < 03, (2.1) is also equivaknt to the density of the 
domain of L (and therefore to the existence of an adjoint operator for L). 
Henceforth we will assume in this paper that (2.1) is satisfied. We also 
observe that the condition is trivial if either the measure v is singular or if one 
of the endpoint matrices vJOJ, v,[l] is nonsingular. 
THEOREM~.~. Forl<p<co,L*=L+;aluEforl <p<co,(L+)*=L. 
If F is a subset of a space V and F’ is a subset of V*, by F-’ is meant the 
subset of all elements in V* that annihilate F. By IF’ is meant the set of all 
elements in V that are annihilated by every element in F’. With this notation 
we can state: 
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THEOREM 2.2. FOY 1 .< p < co, L and L+ are normally solvabb, that is, 
they are closed operators mith closed ranges. Furthermore, fey 1 < p < CO 
if1 <pB~0, 
ifp = a, 
R(L+) = N(L)l; 
R(L) = N(L+)“; 
ifp = 1, 
R(L+) = “hT(L); 
R(L) = IN[L+). 
Finally, ifr is the ranh of the matrix U(Q), 
dimension N(L) = n - r = codimension Lf = a(L); 
dimension N(L+) = m - r = codimension L = /3(L). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let @ be a fundamental matrix of the system Z(y). Then: 
1. The null space of L consists of all functions @D, where D is a vector in 
the hernel of C(Q). Th e null space of L* consists of all functions x(s) = 
@*-l(~~ dv[t) @(t))*E, whme E is a vector in N( U(G)*); 
2. f is in the range of L, 1 < p < co, if and only if the vector 
J’ ’ T(s) @-l(s) f(s) ds, 0 
where T(s) = ff dv(c) @( E is in the range of the matrix U(D); ) 
3. f is in the range of L*, 1 < q < co, if and only zf the vector 
s 1 @*WfW dt 0 
is in the range of the matrix U(Q)*. 
Finally, it must be emphasized that the interval LO, l] has been chosen 
only for notational convenience; everything in this paper remains true with 
only minor changes for an arbitrary compact interval [a, b]- 
3. GENERALIZED GREEN'S MATRICES 
It is well known that the invertibility ofL is equivalent to the incompatibility 
of the homogeneous system (i.e., a(L) = p(L) = 0) and that this in turn is 
equivalent to the two conditions: 
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1. Y is an n X n m.v. measure; 
2. the matrix U(Q) is nonsingular, 
where CD is a fundamental matrix. The inverse L-l of L is an integral operator 
with a kernel or “Green’s function” given by 
G(t, s) = Q(t) (Jo1 dv(t) qt))-l ~(t, s) v(s), (3.1) 
where 
1 
.c s du(r) CD(r) s<t M(t, s) = O 
- s l du(r) @(r) s > t. s 
Furthermore, the invertibility of L and L* are mutually equivalent; L*-l is 
also an integral operator with Green’s function the symmetric transpose of 
G(t, s), G*(s, t). Finally, in Lt(O, I), 1 <p < co, both L-l and L*-l are 
compact operators. 
One can also show 
THEOREM 3.1. G(t, s) satisfies: 
1. G(t, s) is continuous in (t, s) in the triangular regions t > s and s > t 
a.e, (except the (t, s) wlzeve ~[s] # 0); 
2. G(t, s) is Cl in t except on the diagonal t == s; 
3. (a/at) G(t, s) + P(t) G(t, s) = 0 in [0, s) and (s, I]; 
4. G(t+, t) - G(t-, t) = I, a.e.; 
5. J; dv(t) G(t, s) = 0; 
6. -(a/&) G*(t, s) + P*(s) G*(t, s) + (dv,/ds)* U(@)*-‘@*(t) = 0a.e.; 
7. G(t, s’) - G(t, s-) = G(t)& dv @)-I I+]. 
It is fairly easy to show that the structural properties l-5 of Theorem 3.1 
completely characterize the Green’s function in the sense that the only 
function satisfying them is given a.e by (3.1) 
For a more complete discussion of the Green’s function see [2, 7, and 181. 
The following definition is inspired by Wyler [19]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X, Y be vector spaces and T: X--t Y a linear 
operator. Suppose there exists a linear operator T: Y+ X such that for any 
y in R(T) T(y) E D(T), and Tpy = y. We call F.? a quasi-inverse of T. 
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It follows immediately from the definition that 
I. TTT = T, TPT : T on R(T) and D(T) respectively; 
2. R(T) C D(T) and IDtt, - FT maps B(T) into N(T); 
3. on R(T) p is l-l. 
If T is a matrix, the quasi-inverse of T used in this paper wili be the 
Moore-Penrose “generalized inverse” of a matrix which we will denote by T+. 
Suppose T and Ti’ are distinct quasi-inverses for T. We will say that F 
and T’ are equident if T and p’ agree on R(T); or to put it another way if 
F - p’ annihilates R(T). We will denote the relation of equivalence by the 
symbol “m”. Obviously “w” is an equivalence relation. 
Reid [16] and Bradley [l] defined a generalized Green’s matrix for the 
two point boundary value problem as an essentially bounded n x n matrix 
function G(t, s) on 
0 = ((t, s): 0 < t < 1, 0 < s .< 1) 
such that i;‘(t, s) is the kernel of an integral operator quasi-inverse for L. 
In this paper we will take a somewhat different approach by showing that 
a generalized Green’s matrix can be characterized up to .w equivalence by a 
set of formal structural properties analogous to those characterizing the 
classical Green’s function. It will be seen later that the two approaches lead 
to similar results. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A standard generalized Green’s matrix is an n x n 
matrix valued function e(t, s) on m such that 
1. c(t, s) - Q(t) K(s) is continuous in (t, s) in the triangular regions 
t > s and s 3 t, a.e. (except possibly at (t, s) where V[S] # 0); 
3 -. e(t, s) is Cl in t except on the diagonal t = s and L” summable in s; 
3. (a/at) c(t, s) + J’(t) c(t, s) = 0 in [0, s) and (s, I]; 
4. G(t+, t) - G(t-, t) = I, a.e.; 
5. j-i h(t) G(t, s) = CT(s) P(s) + U(@) K(s), 
where T(s) is as in Theorem 3.1 and C is an nz x nz matrix with rows in 
N( U(Q)*) and K(s) is an fz x n Lq summable matrix kernel of a functional 
with range in N( U(Q)). 
Evidently a standard generalized Green’s matrix as defined above differs 
essentially from the ordinary Green’s function only in not being required 
to satisfy the boundary condition as a function of t; it is left as an exercise to 
check that if ?z = nz = Y = rank of U(G) a standard generalized Green’s 
matrix is a Green’s matrix. 
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Because of the second condition the class of standard generalized Green’s 
matrices do not form a linear space. It is easy to verify, however, that they 
do form a convex set. 
In view of the remarks above the following theorem is not unexpected. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let e(t, s) be a standard generalized Green’s matrix. Then 
the integral operator 
I(f) = j’ e(f, s)f(s) ds 
0 
defined on LE(O, 1) is a quasi-invexe for L. 
Proof. To show that e(t, s) induces a quasi-inverse it is only necessary 
to check that M(f) = f and I(f) E D(L) f or any f in R(L). Let f therefore be 
an arbitrary function in R(L). We compute 
$ jol e(t, s) f (s) ds + p(t) Jo1 c(t, s) f(s) ds. (3.2) 
Let N(t, s) = c(t, s) - Q(t) K(s). Then (3.2) may be written 
; I’ Nft, s)f(s> ds + f’(t) j1 N(t, s)f (4 ds 
0 0 
+ ;jol W> Wf(4 ds -t PO> jol @(t)~Wf(J) Js. (3.3) 
The last two terms of (3.3) add up to zero because @ is a fundamental matrix 
and can be put outside the integral sign in both of the terms. Since N(t, s) is 
Cl as a function oft in the intervals [0, s), (s, I], the first term of (3.3) becomes 
s ot & N(t, ‘)f (‘1 ds + (N(t> t-) - N(t, t+)) f(t) -k l1 ; N(t, s) f (s) & 
Now N(t+, t) - N(t-, t) = 1, a.e. by the definition of N and the fourth 
property of Definition 3.2. By the first property N(t+, t) = N(t, t-) a.e. and 
N(t, t+) = N(t-, t) a.e. Thus the first two terms of (3.2) become 
jol [; N(t, 4 + p(t) W, S)] f(s) ds +f(Q 
The first integral vanishes by the third condition and the definition of N(t, s). 
Thus (3.2) boils down to f (t) which shows that U(f) = f. 
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Next we verify that I(f) satisfies the boundary condition. We have 
The last step follows from the definitions of C, K(s) and Corollary 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Every bounded quasi-inverse of L can be represented by a 
standard generalized Green’s matrix. 
Proof. Let t be a bounded quasi-inverse of L and f?(t, s) a standard 
generalized Green’s matrix. Then #cf) = L(j)(t) - si e(t, s)f(s) ds is a 
bounded (in fact compact) operator from R(L) to IV(L), and @p(t)-%j is ? 
functional with range in N( U(Q)). By the Riesz representation theorem there 
is an n x n Lq summable matrix kernel KI*(s) that represents @-l(t)+ That 
e(t, s> + D(t) K,(s) satisfies the conditions of Definition 3.2 and thus is a 
standard generalized Green’s matrix is a trivial exercise. 
It is time to produce examples of standard generalized Green’s matrices. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let U(D)+ be the Moore-Penrose inverse af U(a). Then 
el(t, s) = @(t)[A(s)[O, t] I, - U(Q)+ T(s)] B”(s) 
is a standardgeneralixed Green’s matrix far-L. 
Proof. el(t, S) clearly satisfies 1-3 of Definition 3.2 taking K(s) = 0. For 
the fifth condition we compute 
jo’ dll(t) e,(t, s) = jO’ dv(t){rP(t)[X(s)[O, t]I - U(D)+ T(s)] W(s)>. 
This becomes 
[Im - U(@) U(@)+] T(s) @p”(s). 
1, - U(@) U(a)+ is easily seen to annihilate the range of U(D); thus its 
rows are in N(U(@)*). 
THEOREM 3.5. Every standard generalized Green’s matrix of L is give6 by 
@(t@(s)D tlL - U(Q)+ T(s) + K(s) @p(s)] Q-‘(s), 
505/16/z-10 
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wkere K(s) is an Lq integrable matrix kernel of a functional into N( U(Q)) and 
U(Q)+ is tke Moore-Penrose inverse of U(Q). 
Proof. This is immediate from the last two theorems, 
COROLLARY 3.1. For 1 < p < co, every bounded quasi-inverse of L is 
compact. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 we need only show that a standard matrix is the 
kernel of a compact transformation. This is the case if and only if each 
component cij(t, s) is the kernel of a compact transformation on L”(0, 1). 
Now c&t, s) obviously satisfies the condition 
s,’ 0,’ ( G,(t, s)l’ dt)q’2, dsfiy < m. 
This is a well known sufficient condition for compactness in D(O, l), 
0 <p < 1, (see [4, p. 5181). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Provided h’(s) is of bounded variation a standard general- 
ized Green’s matrix e(t) s) sattifies 
1. G(S) s+) - G(S) s-) = -(I,, + CD(s) U(Q)+ u[s]) 
2. -(a/as) C*(t) s) + P*(s) G*(t) s) + [(dv,/ds)* U(G)*+ + @*-l(s) x 
a*‘(s) K*(s) + K*‘(s)] Q*(t) = 0. 
Proof. The first part is a straightforward calculation which we leave to the 
reader. 
To show the second part write t’?(t) s) as 
@-l*(s) M*(t) s) Q*(t), 
where 
Then 
M*(t) s) = h(s)[O, t] I, - T(s)* U(a)*+ + Q*(s) K*(s). 
-(a/as)G*(t, s) = CD”“(s) CD*(s)’ CD”-‘(s) M*(t) s) CD*(t) 
- [(dv,/ds)* U&D)*+ + @*-‘(s)(d/ds)(@*(s) K*(s))] D*(t). 
Therefore -(a/h)s)G*(t, s) + P*(s) G*(t) s) becomes 
(@*-l(s) G”‘(s) + P*(s)> CD*-1 &c*(t) s) Q*(t) 
- [(dv,/&)* U(a)*+ + @*-l(s) Q*‘(s) K*(s) + K*‘(s)] Q*(t). (3.4) 
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The bracketed term in (3.4) vanishes. We are left with the desired relation. 
Let c(t, s) be a standard generalized Green’s matrix. Suppose W(t, s) is 
the kernel of an integral operator annihilating R(L). Define C?‘(t, s) as 
c;*(t, s) + W(t, s). Then G’(t, s) and c(t, s) are equivalent. By Theorem 3.5 
we can write G’(t, s) as 
Henceforth we will call any matrix similar to (3.5) (i.e., any matrix in the 
equivalence class of a standard matrix) a generalized Green’s matrix G(t, s) for 
L (to distinguish G(t, s) from a standard generalized Green’s matrix we will 
omit the tilde). In particular if we set 
and 
W(t, s) = Q(t) v*(s), 
K(s) = D(t)” U(t)F(@, 
where Q(t) and F(s) are n x m - I and n - I’ x qz essentially bounded 
measurable matrices, and U(s), V( s are respectively n x n - r and n x m - r ) 
matrices whose columns span N(L) and N(L*) we obtain a class of generalized 
Green’s matrices similar to that studied by Reid and Bradley for the two 
point case. 
We finish this section by introducing the concept of an aa’joint generalized 
Green’s matrix. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let G(t, s) be a generalized Green’s matrix for L. We 
define the adjoint generalized matrix to be 
G*(s, t). 
THEOREM 3.6. The adjoint generalized Green’s matrix determines a compact 
quasi-inverse for L* (1 < p < co). 
Proof. The compactness is obvious. Now let f and g be functions in the 
ranges of L and L*. By Green’s relation: 
Jolg*(t) (s,’ G(tt 4f (4 ds) dt = s,’ y’(4f (s) ds, (3.6) 
where y is a function in the preimage of g under L*. (3.6) may be written 
L1 /J’g*(t) G(t, s) dt -y*(s)/ f (s) ds = 0. 
0 
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s ’ G*(t> 4 g(t)dt - ~(4 0 
is in N(L*) which proves both that fi G*(t, s)g(t) dt is in B(L*) and that 
L*& G*(t, s)g(t) dt = g(t). Thus G*(s, t) induces a quasi-inverse for L*. 
4. THE GENERALIZED INVERSE OF L 
The concept of a generalized inverse was invented by E. H. Moore [12] 
and Penrose [14] f or matrices. In recent years the notion has been generalized 
to a much wider class of linear operators and has found significant applications 
in many mathematical areas. 
Although Loud [lo, 111 has given a number of examples of the Hilbert 
space generalized inverse for particular two point boundary value problems 
there has so far been little systematic discussion of the concept even for 
general differential systems under endpoint conditions. 
For a survey of the recent literature on the generalized inverse see [13]. 
In this section we will study the relation between the generalized inverses 
of L and a much older concept-the so-called “principal generalized Green’s 
matrix” first discussed by Reid [15] in 1931 in the two point case. It will be 
seen that the two concepts are essentially equivalent (Theorem 4.1); a fact 
which will allow us to extend several classic results of Reid previously known 
only for two point problems rather painlessly to the operator L. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let T: X -+ Y be an operator with closed range and 
closed null-space. Let Q, P be projection (i.e., continuous, linear, and 
idempotent) operators onto N(T) and R(T) respectively and let rf’ be a 
bounded quasi-inverse for T. Then by a generalized inverse 3?,,, of T with 
respect o the projections P and Q, is meant the operator 
(I - Q) ?+P. 
We leave it to the reader to show that the generalized inverse is itself a 
quasi-inverse whose domain is Y and that, moreover, it depends only on P 
and Q and not on the particular quasi-inverse F;. 
Lf X and Y are Hilbert spaces, we will assume that P and Q are orthogonal 
projections and denote TPQ y b T. We call ? the Hilbert space generalized 
inverse of T. The following lemma summarizes some well known properties 
of f. 
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LEMMA 4.1. f satisjies: 
1. @ = p; 
2. (Tp)* = (Tf) = projection on R(T); 
3. (pT)* = 5?T = projection on R( T*); 
4. T -= (2) T*; 
5. l? = T*(G); 
6. If y E R(T), py is the solution of the equation TX = y with minimum 
norm (“least squares olution”); 
7. Tidy is the unique best approximation in R(T) to arbitrary y iz E’, 
8. x in D(T) minimizes ]I y - TX 11, where y is arbitrary in Y ;f and on& 
if T”Tx = T*y. 
We now extend Reid’s definition of the principal generalized Green’s 
matrix to the operator L. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let U be an n x n - Y matrix whose columns span 
N(L) and V be an n x m - Y matrix with columns spanning N(L*). Further- 
more let W, 2 be n x n - Y, n x m - r integrable matrices such that the 
integraIs 
A= *’ J W*(t) U(t) dt 0 
and 
V = 1’ V*(t) Z(t) dt 
0 
and nonsingular. Then a principal generalized Green’s matrix Gwz(t, s) with 
respect to W and Z is generalized Green’s matrix satisfying the orthogonality 
conditions 
I 1 Gwz(t, s) Z(s) ds = 0 a.e., (4.1) 0 
[’ W*(t) Gt&t, s) dt = 0 a.e. 
JO 
Reid’s original proof that Gwz(t, s) exists and is unique for the two point 
problem was quite involved. Somewhat simpler proofs using more modern 
techniques have been given in the much later papers of Reid [16] and 
Bradley [l]. It is probable that these techniques can be applied to the Stieltjes 
case under consideration in this paper. A more natural approach, however, 
in our opinion is to relate G,(t, s) to a certain generalized inverse with 
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respect to suitable projection P, Q. This method is geometrically intuitive 
(especially in the Hilbert space case) and also leads to an easy proof of the 
existence of a principal matrix. 
Since the proofs of the results in this section are routine calculations, they 
will be omitted. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let U, V, A, V, etc. be as in DeJilzition 4.2. Define 
a?zd 
~(f)C~l = f(x) - Z(x) G-l jol V*@)f(t) dt, 
Q(f)[x] = U(x) A-l j; W*(t)f(t) dt. 
Then the correspondences 
deJine projections onto R(L) and N(L) respectively. 
LEMMA 4.3. The genmalixed inverse xPo is an integral operator with a 
unique kernel 
M(t, S) = H@, S) - u(t) A-1 j’ w*(V) f?(V, s) dv, 
0 
where 
H(t, S) = G(t, s) - 1’ G(t, u) Z(zc) du PV*(s) 
0 
and G(t, s) is an arbitrary generalized Green’s matrix. 
A direct but tedious calculatuion based on the orthogonality conditions 
(4.1), (4.2) and the previous two lemmas now gives: 
THEOREM 4.1. A genmalized Green’s matrix is a principal generalized 
Green’s matrix with respect to W, Z if and o&y ;f it is the kernel of zpa . 
The content of Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.1 now implies: 
COROLLARY 4.1. A principal generalized Green’s matrix exists for L and is 
given by M(t, s). 
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COROLLARY 4.2. The principal generalixed Greelz’s matrix GWz satisjies ilz 
addition to properties of Definition 4.2: 
1. G,(t, s) is continuous in (t, s) in the triangular regions t > s alzd s > t 
a.e. (except the (t, s) zuhere V[S] f 0; 
2. Gl&t, s) is Cl in t except 011 the diagonal t == s; 
3. G&t+, t) - G&-, t) = 1% a.e.; 
4. (a/&)G,(t, s) + P(t) G&t, s) = -Z(t) V-IV*(s) in [O, s) and (s, 11; 
5. Ji dv(t) Gl,(t, s) = 0 a.e. 
The next corollary is proved by first taking the conjugate transposes of the 
orthogonality conditions (4.1), (4.2) and then by applying Theorem 3.6. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G&t, s) be the principal geneyakked Green’s matrix 
fop L, with respect to IV, Z, then there exists a unique generalized Greew’s 
matrix for L*, HZ&t, s) given by 
Hz& 4 = G%s, t), 
satisfying the orthogonality conditions 
s 
1 
Z*H&t, s) dt = 0 a.e., 
0 
r 
l H&t, s) TV(s) ds = 0 a.e. 
“0 
It is of interest finally to look at the Hilbert space case. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If p = 2, GuV(t, s) dJi e nes the Hilbevt space generalized 
inverse of L. 
Proof. It is trivial to verify that 
d = j-’ U*(t) U(t) dt 
0 
and 
P = I1 T*(t) V(t) dt 
0 
are nonsingular. Hence GUV(t, s) exists and is unique. To finish the proof, 
it is necessary only to verify that P and Q are orthogonal projections. We 
leave this to the reader. 
Note Added in Proof. Complete proofs of the results in Section 4 may be found 
in the Mathematics Research Center Technical Summary Report version of &he 
present paper (No. 1312, same title). 
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July 13, 1973. Since this paper was submitted, the author has been able 
to examine following papers on generalized Green’s matrices for systems 
under Stieltjes boundary conditions. 
21. H. CHITWOOD, Generalized Green’s matrices for linear differential 
systems, Z4M J. ilrlatlz. Anal. 4 (1973), 104-109. 
22. ,4. SMOGORSHEWSKY, Les fonctions de Green des systemes differen- 
tiels lin&aires dans un domaine a une seule dimension, l&cueil JJath. T. 7 
(1940), 179-196. 
Chitwood has independently investigated the same system as this paper 
under the restriction III = n. Generalized Green’s matrices (according to the 
definition of Reid and Bradley) are constructed and characterized for the 
problem and an adjoint system. A principal matrix of Reid is derived by a 
method due to Bradley and its properties listed. Proofs not given in [21] are 
to be found in Chitwood’s thesis of the same title (University of Tennessee, 
1971). We wish to acknowledge here that Chitwood results parallel Theorem 
3.4, Definitions 3.3,4.2, and Corollaries 3.2,4.2,4.3 in this paper. 
Attention should also be paid to the little known investigation of Smogor- 
shewsky. This paper studies an nth order scalar system as well as a system of 
first order equations under Stieltjes side conditions. The latter system if 
written in matrix notation would be equivalent to the system studied in our 
or Chitwoord’s paper (assuming again wz = n). For both systems in the 
homogeneous case c = 0, Smogorshewsky constructs Green’s matrices, 
generalized Green’s matrices, and principal matrices. In particular a list of 
the properties of the principal matrix is given that anticipates Chitwood as 
well as our own Corollary 4.2. The adjoint problem, however, is not discussed 
except in the two point case where some standard results are derived. 
Unfortunately also his work is unnecessarily complicated because of sparing 
use of matrix notation and unfamiliarity with the Moore generalized matrix 
inverse. 
Neither of these authors, however, deveiops the concept of a standard 
generalized Green’s matrix, nor do they relate the principal matrix to a 
generalized inverse via natural projections or discuss its best approximation 
properties in Hilbert space as has been done here. 
